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QUESTION 1

Material is transferred between two subinventories within an organization via transfer order. The setup is complete and
the transfer order is created through the FBDIprocess. 

What is the primary interface data that needs to be completed in the template? 

A. INV_TRANSACTION_LOTS_INTERFACE 

B. INV_SERIAL_NUMBERS_INTERFACE 

C. INV_SUBINVENTORY_TRANSFER 

D. CST_I_INCOMING_TXN_COSTS 

E. INV_TRANSACTIONS_INTERFACE 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify the correct movement request where the move orders are preapproved requests for subinventory transfers that
bring material from a source location to a shipment staging subinventory within theorganization. 

A. Automatic Movement Request Requisitions 

B. Pick Wave Movement Request 

C. Replenishment Movement Request 

D. Shipping Movement Request 

E. Movement Request Requisitions 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer is managing a large sales team divided in two different geographies in the USA. They have the East
Coast sales team and the Central sales team. Both teams are handled by one manager and perform the same function. 

You customer wants to track the expenses of the two teams separately; however, they do not consider them different as
they are handled by one manager only. 

How will you fulfill the requirement? 

A. Define them as one department and one cost center. 

B. Define them as a single department and two separate cost centers. 

C. Define them as two separate departments and a single costcenter. 
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D. It is not possible to fulfill the requirement. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three statements about project specific picking process are correct? (Choose three.) 

A. Shipment lines with project task can be created in shippingorganization not enabled for projects. 

B. Picks can be searched by project and task number. 

C. Pick release of movement request allocates common inventory prior to project specific inventory. 

D. Picks with same project and task can be grouped to single pick slip. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

Your organization is planning for a periodic counting of individual itemsthroughout the year. As part of this activity, the
user has loaded items to the cycle count but some of the items are not being considered when count schedules and
count sequences are generated. 

Which reason explains why the items are not being considered? 

A. The Include in Schedule option is not selected to include the item for auto-scheduling. 

B. The Cycle Count Enabled flag is not selected for the item. 

C. The approval controls are not set up. 

D. The Cycle Count Enabled flag is not selected for the inventory organization. 

Correct Answer: B 
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